
 
 

 

 

AGENDA 
Rowing Australia Masters Commission  
Meeting: Monday 12 October 2020 
6pm AEDST / 5.30pm ACST / 5pm AEST / 3pm AWST 
Via Zoom link in meeting invite or 02 8015 2088 and passcode: 7593973950 
 
 

Invitees 
Alison Creagh (ACT), Phil Titterton (NSW), Mark Mussared (SA), Alan Nicoll (WA, Chair), Jason 
Dolbel (TAS), Karen Clay (WA), Alice Evans (RA), Sarah Cook (for Coastal discussion)  

Apologies Ian Holzberger (QLD), Nikki McAllen (VIC) 

1. 
Minutes of September Meeting 
Approved: Jason / Alison 

2. 

Coastal Rowing  
- Sarah Cook Chairs the Coastal Rowing Working Group (CRWG) 
- The CRWG Working on growth and development and the creation of an strategy for 

coastal rowing. 
- FISA congress (October) as to whether CR becomes an Olympic sport 
- Exciting new sport that is different and aligned to new sports coming into the Olympic 

program. 
- Sailing clubs offer partnerships with coastal as they have perfect facilities and can run 

regattas quite similarly. 
- Coastal poses many opportunities both commercially and opportunities to develop. 
-  Becoming an Olympic discipline changes the speed at which we will be able to develop. 
- Coastal Rowing strategic plan currently being developed (with both it being an Olympic 

discipline or a not in mind). 
- Options between beach sprints or long distance. 
- CRWG has representatives from each state / different skill sets included. 
- All regattas will be all disciplines all together – all crews on water at the same time 

(potential different medals for junior, senior, masters, elite etc. as we progress). 
- Distance – would masters be a shorter distance? We would take our lead from FISA. 
- Long distance does take a lot of “space” and equipment/safety/time etc.  Distance we 

use can be any design or distance essentially depending on the location and who is 
racing (multiple laps, short cuts etc. can be factored in if required). 

- States are beginning to consider some come and try / demonstration opportunities 
- Popup stands and potential demonstration events at AMRC and ARC. 
- Equipment – normally events are run using “pool” boats so competitors would not use 

their own boats. 
- RA and State will look in the longer term to owning fleets of boats. 
- Most likely that much of the training will occur in flat water boats. 
- Potential to lease boats through manufacturers. 
- Venues to be coastal (up to 1m waves), harbours, estuaries 

3. 

Indoor Rowing  
- IR Championships are on the 25 October 2020 
- Tasmania will only be participating virtually, no event venue. 
- Torrens Rowing Club to host the IR Championships in SA  
- ACT have good numbers hoping schools will boost them 
- Invictus Games has increased the number of indoor rowers 



 
 

 

 

- NSW now have a membership which is specifically for Indoor Rowers – ACT will be doing 
similar. 

 

4. 

Para interstate event survey 
- Survey has been published in the RA newsletter and will go out via state newsletters 

and para communities 

- Alice to circulate update tomorrow 
- WA have a para rowing introductory learn to row course starting late October 

 

5 

Updates WIP 
- Lightweight (status update) 
- Alice to share as soon as possible. 

 

6. 

State COVID updates  
- NSW – division of Sydney metro: North, South and West 

First SIRC regatta is coming up soon 
- Tasmania – first regatta was held with local club participation 

Maximum numbers at regattas allowed is 1000 
- ACT – long course events have all been run. 

Above average attendance at these. 
Overheads to running regattas are significant. 

- SA have their first regatta of the season this weekend, time trial. 
No parents/spectators (limited to 1000 at the venue) 

- WA season has finished, master’s regatta was quite small numbers (mainly due to lack 
of spectators) 

 

7. 

Other Business  
Concern around club viability. 

- Number of people at clubs has been a problem for some time, issue around retention of 
rower’s post school. 

- States and clubs are exploring alternate ways of funding for clubs and the sport more 
broadly. 

Next Meeting: Monday 9 November 2020 

 
 


